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Introduction

1. The simplest problem in the calculus of variations is the determination

of that curve, y = Y(x), joining two points, Px and P2, in the xy plane along

which the definite integral

/- fX'f(x,y(x),y'(x))dx
J x,

must be taken in order that the value of the integral may be an extremum.

The differential equation which defines the desired curve is of the second

order and its general solution is a two-parameter family of curves known as

the extremals of the problem. By the successive substitution of the coordi-

nates of the end points, Pi and P2, in the equation of the extremals we obtain

two equations for the determination of the values of the parameters in terms

of these coordinates.

2. The inverse problem is, as its name suggests, that of determining the

form of the integrand function which has as its extremals a given two-

parameter family of curves.

3. Besides the simplest problem as we have stated it there is the problem

of determining the extremals of an integral,

J = J f(x,yi(x),y2(x), ■ • ■ , yn(x),y{(x),yl(x), • • • , y¿(x))dx,

whose integrand function contains n dependent variables and their deriva-

tives. The extremal in this case is a curve in a hyperspace of n+1 dimensions

and is defined by the intersection of n hypersurfaces. The problem is of

order 2» and the constants are determined by successively substituting the

coordinates of the two end points in the n equations which define the ex-

tremals.

* Presented to the Society, December 28,1927; received by the editors June 24,1927,

t Sterling Fellow in Mathematics, Yale University, 1926-1927.
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Corresponding to this there is of course an inverse problem in which the

extremals are given by a family of curves involving 2» parameters in a hyper-

space of n+1 dimensions.

4. The inverse problem in the calculus of variations was first discussed

by Darboux* who was led to its study in connection with his researches in

the theory of surfaces. He was able to apply his results to certain problems

which had been previously investigated by Beltrami and Dini. He also solved

the problem of finding the form of the integrand function which has families

of straight lines as its extremals.

5. The first application of Darboux's ideas was that of Hamel,fwho

investigated the geometries in which it is assumed among other axioms

that the shortest distance between two points is measured along a straight

line joining them. He first developed the most general form of a line element

of such a geometry in a plane. This portion of Hamel's paper contains

nothing but what is a direct consequence of Darboux's work. He found in

addition the form of the integrand function which has as its extremals straight

lines in space.

6. Employing methods similar to those of Hamel, Stromquistf was able

to obtain the most general form of line element of a geometry in which the

shortest distance between two points is measured along the segment of a

circle which joins them and has its center on the boundary of the half

plane. He then introduced the restriction that the transversals are per-

pendicular to the extremals and showed that this leads to a unique form of

line element.

7. Miles§ obtained the integrand functions which have as extremals

certain two-parameter families of conies. This investigation as well as those

of Hamel and Stromquist is a direct application of Darboux's methods.

8. By using as the independent variable the angle between the tangent

and the positive direction of the x axis Bliss || was able to discuss the problem

without restricting himself to curves whose tangents do not become parallel

to the axis of the dependent variable. In order to determine the integrand

function uniquely he assigned a particular family of transversals to any

one-parameter family of extremals which form a field.

9. Since the methods developed by Darboux and Bliss give an infinite

number of solutions a further condition must be imposed in order to give

* Darboux, Théorie des Surfaces, vol. Ill, §§ 604, 605.

t Hamel, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 57 (1903), p. 231; also his dissertation, Göttingen, 1901.

Î Stromquist, these Transactions, vol. 7 (1906), p. 181.

§ Miles, American Mathematical Monthly, vol. 20 (1913), p. 117.
H Bliss, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 9 (1907), p. 127.
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uniqueness to the result. The condition which naturally suggests itself is

one which relates the slope of the extremals to that of an associated family

of curves known as the transversals.* When such a condition is imposed

the determination of the integrand function becomes unique except for a

constant factor which has no significance as far as the first variation is con-

cerned.

10. The objects of this paper are as follows:

I. To determine the general form which the integrand function must

have in order that there may exist a prescribed relation between the slope

of the extremal and that of the normal to the transversal.

11. Having found the general form of the integrand function, to deter-

mine the particular function which has as its extremals a given family of

curves.

The cases of one and n dependent variables will be given separate dis-

cussion with the same ends in view in order to bring out certain conditions

which must be satisfied when more than one dependent variable is present.

The problem will be attacked by means of the Hubert invariant integral.

I. The case of one dependent variable

1. The field of extremals. A one-parameter family of extremals, y = Y(x,

a), is said to form a fieldf when in a region which we may define by ai ^ a ^ a2,

and Xi^x^x2, no two curves of the family have a point in common. This

implies of course that for any pair of values of x and y in such a region the

equation y = Y(x, a) has one and but one root in a. Therefore we may define

a function a=A(x, y), known as the inverse function of the field. Since the

extremals of the field have continuous first derivatives there is a definite

slope associated with each point of the field which we shall denote by

(1) P(x,y) = Yx(x,A(x,y)),

calling it the slope function of the field.

An important theorem on the existence of a field is the following. J

Suppose that a family of extremals, y = Y(x, a), contains the curve C0 for

a = öo, and that the functions Y and Yx are of class C in the region which

satisfies the inequalities Xi^x^X2, and \a — a0\ <d; and also that Xi<iCi

<x2<X2. Then if Ya(x, a) 5¿0 in the open interval (xh x2), a quantity k

may be chosen so small that the family of curves y = Y(x, a) forms a field

about the curve C0 when Xi^x^x2, and \a — a0 \ <k.

* Bliss, loc. cit., p. 134; Stromquist, loc. cit., p. 180.

f Bolza, Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, Berlin, 1909, p. 96.

X Bolza, Vorlesungen, p. 100.
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2. The invariant integral. It was shown by Hilbertf that the integral

(2) J* =   f f(x,y,p(x,y)) + (y' - p(x,y))fy(x,y,p(x,y))dx,
Jp„

taken along any curve lying wholly within the field, is independent of the

path of integration and depends only upon the coordinates of the end

points. If, therefore, J*(Po, P) represents the integral taken from a point

P0 to any other point in the field it will define a function,

(3) J*(Po,P) = w(x,y).

It is known further J that the derivatives of this function are

dw
— = f(x,y,P(x,y)) - P(x,y)fy(x,y,p(x,y)),
dx

(4)
dw
— = fv'(x,y,P x,y)).
dy

The family of curves w = constant are known as the transversals of the

field. They are of class C", and along any one of them the invariant integral

has a constant value.  We shall call w the transversal function of the field.

If from equations (4) we eliminate p, a partial differential equation in w is

obtained. Then, if there can be found in any way a solution of this equation

containing a non-linear constant, a, the extremals are given by

dw(x,y,a)
(5)-c,

da

where c is the second arbitrary constant which the solution of the Euler

equation must contain.

3. Having in mind these properties of the field, and of the transversal

function associated with it, we shall now seek the form which the integrand

function must assume in order that a given relation between the slope of the

extremal and that of the normal to the transversal shall be satisfied.

Let us suppose that the extremals are given by equations (5), and that

the slope of the transversals of the field is related to that of the extremals by

a given function of the slope of the extremals and of the coordinates of the

point,

(6) Wy = m(x,y,p)wx.

t Bolza, Vorlesungen, p. 106.

t Bolza, Vorlesungen, p. 129.
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We shall define as a transversality any relation such as (6) in which the

function m is of the class C", excepting only the function defined by 1 + mp = 0.

Now, if we differentiate (5) with respect to x the result is

(7) Wax +   Wavy'   =   WaX +   WayP   =   0.

This serves to define p, the slope function of the field.

In order to proceed with the discussion of the problem we shall fix

our attention on that portion of the field for which 1+mp ^ 0 and wx s¿ 0. Dif-

ferentiating (6) with respect to a we obtain

Wya WyWxa

-— = ma.
wx        w}

This becomes
1     Wxa Wxa

-m-= nia
p    Wx wx

when we replace wv and wva by their values which may be obtained from (6)

and (7) respectively.

Solving this last equation for w^/wi we find

Wxa map

wx 1 + mp

or, after adding and subtracting the term mpa/(l+mp),

wxa d , • mpa
■log (!+»*)+■

», 3a: 1 + mp

Upon integrating this we now obtain

(8)
= g(x,y)(—---Je«,

\1 + mp/
wx

ip/

where
mdp

-)
1 + mp(9) © = f

and g(x, y) is an arbitrary function of its arguments.

By means of equations (6) and (8) we at once arrive at

(10) Wy = g(x,y)(     m     V

\1 + mp/

We now substitute these expressions for wx and wy in (4) and find

(11) f(x,y,P) = wx + pWy = g(x, y)e*.
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This result was first given by Stromquist* in 1907. The method by

which we have derived it, employing as it does the invariant integral, is

quite different from that which he used.

4. Having found the general form of the integrand function for a specified

transversality, we now suppose that, in addition, a two-parameter family

of curves, <¡>(x, y, a, c) =0, is given and we seek to determine the particular

integrand function for which they are extremals.

Assuming that in a region in the xy plane, and for certain values of a and

c, 4>c is not equal to zero, it follows that when a is fixed and c is given nearby

values the family of extremals thus obtained forms a field. This is a conse-

quence of the theorem stated in the first paragraph of this section.

Moreover, we can solve for c, finding

(12) C(x,y,a) = c.

Then we may differentiate with respect to x and obtain

Cx

(13) P = --pr>
Ly

where p is the slope function of the field.

The existence of a field implies the existence of a family of transversals,

w(x, y, a) = constant, from which we can derive the extremals by differentia-

tion with respect to a.  The extremals would be given by

(14) wa(x,y,a) = 7.

Now, when we differentiate this with respect to x, we find

Wax

(15) p=-,
Way

where p is again the slope function of the field. Since the expression ob-

tained from (15) is identical with that obtained from (13) it follows that a

must be some function of a.

Since w is of class C" we must have

WXy =  Wvx.

Therefore, it follows that

d

3y\l + mp/     dx\i + mp/

/    ge9    \ ^ d_ /  mgeP   \

>\1 + mp)     ôAl + mp)'

* Stromquist, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 9 (1907), p. 57.
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This may be written

mgx      gv       d   . d
—-= — (0 — log (1 -f- mp)) — mx — m — (0 — log (1 + mp))

g        g      ây dx

(16) It \= $(x,y,a).

This is a partial differential equation for the determination of g(x, y).

To obtain a solution we make use of the fact that g is independent of a while

it can be shown that m must contain a. For, if m were independent of a we

would have

Wya — mwxa = 0,

from (6). But by (15)

Wxa + PWya =  0.

If the determinant of the system formed by these two equations is to vanish

we must have

1 + mp = 0,

which is contrary to an assumption which we have made.

Differentiating (16) with respect to a, or, what amounts to the same thing,

with respect to a, and dividing by — ma we obtain

(17) ÍÍ--U.
g      ma

Substituting this result in (16) we find at once

gy      m
(18) — = — $a - *.

g      ma

Knowing the partial derivatives of log g we can easily find g by integration.

It is not difficult to show that the solutions thus obtained are unique

except for a constant factor, which, as we have already remarked, has no

significance as far as the first variation is concerned. For, if there were two

solutions g and g', we would have

\g     g/      \g     glg     g/       \g     g

which may be written

#        g 9        g
— log-m— log — = 0.
dy       g'        dx       g'
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Since g and g' are independent of a, and m is not, this is impossible unless

g/g' is a constant.

Example I. Let us assume that the prescribed transversality is that the

transversals shall intersect the extremals orthogonally. If this is the case

then m=p and

/mdp           r   pdp         1-— =   I-?-£-<-log(l-f-¿2).
1 + mp      J 1 + p2      2

The integrand function, therefore, is of the form

f = g(x,y)(i + p2)112.

Further, let us suppose that the prescribed family of curves which are to

be the extremals of the problem is the family of parabolas given by

,  (x + c)2
y = a-\-

4a

First, we notice that we can solve this equation for c. After differentiating

with respect to x we calculate p, and then i> by substitution in (16). The

result is

P
/y - a\1'2

= \a~)    '

(16') * = - - -log (1 + />2) - /-x + 4 7-loS (1 + P2)
2  dy 2   5a;

1 d                                d (y - a\1'2
-— — Uogy-logaJ-— Í-J

2 dy dx\    a   /

1 (y - a\1/2  d         y             1
+ — (--)     —log— =-

2 \   a   I     dx        a 2y

On substituting these results in (17) and (18) we see that

g g      2y

Hence g = constant y1'2.

On the other hand we might wish to solve for a.  In this case we would

obtain
y± (y* - (x + c)2)1'2

a =-•
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Differentiating this with respect to x we then find

x + c
P =

x± [y - (x + c)2]1'2

When this result is substituted in (16') that equation becomes

1/1                            1 \
$ =-(-(±)-)

2\y (yl -  (* + cYY'2)

(y ± (y1 -(x + c)2Y'2)(y2 -(x + c)2)"2 ± j(x + c)2

(y ± (y* - (x + c)2Y'2)2(y2 - (x + c)2)1'2

j_    -h(±)(y±(yi-(x+c)2Y'2±(y2-!i(x+cY)+y(yi-(x+cyYi2

" 2y (y3 - (x + c)2)li2(y ± (y2 - (x + c)2)1'2)3

1
= ~2y

as before.

5. While every two-parameter family of curves may be regarded as the

extremals of a problem in the calculus of variations it does not follow that

any family may serve as the extremals of a problem with a prescribed trans-

versality. The necessary conditions to be satisfied in order that it shall do

so are easily obtained.

Since the left member of (17) is independent of a the right member must

also be independent. From this it follows that

(19) $oa-$„ = 0.
ma

When the right member of (17) is independent of a the right member of (18)

is likewise. For differentiating the right member of (18) we have

m

ma

(maa    \ ma m / maa    \

ma     / ma ma\ ma     /

This vanishes on account of (19).

A second condition to be satisfied is that equations (17) and (18) shall

actually define a function.  This requires that

d / m    \      d /l     \
(20) U+ _$„) = -(-*„).

dx\ ma    /     dy\ma    /

These conditions are also sufficient.   For when they are satisfied there

exists a function, w, whose derivatives are given by
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ge?
w, =->

1 + mp
and

mgeP
Wy    =   -    •

1 + mp

Since these derivatives satisfy (16), which may be written

-U-Pfp)--fp>
dy dx

and since any function p which does satisfy this equation is a slope function

of a field of extremals, our given curves are actually the extremals of the inte-

grand function which we have found.*

Example IL    A two-parameter family of curves which does not satisfy

(19) for the orthogonal transversality, m=p, is y = a(x—c)2. Here

7
p = 2(ay)1'2,    $ =

(l/a) + 4y
Condition (19) becomes

paa 1 2 16y

pa 2a (1 + 4ay)2     (1 + 4ay)3

Example III. A two-parameter family in which (19) is satisfied but (20)

is not, is the following:

y —   I    tan (x2 — a)dx = c,
Jo

p = tan (x2 — a),      <£ = — 2x.

Condition (20) becomes
ft f\

-(-2*)=-(0),
dx dy

which is not satisfied.

II. The case of n dependent variables

1. Analogous to the transversal lines in the case of one dependent

variable and to the transversal surfaces in the case of two, we have here to

deal with a family of transversal hypersurfaces in a space of «+1 dimensions.

These we shall indicate by w(x, yh y2, ■ ■ ■ , y„, au a2, • • • , or„) =c, or, more

briefly, by w(x, y, a) =c. In this expression the y indicates the presence of

the n coordinates and a that of the n constants.

* Bolza, Vorlesungen, p. 106.
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The derivatives of the transversal function are known to be

(1) wx = f(x,y,p) -  X>,/Pi,    wyi = fpi (i = 1,2, • • • , »).

These functions are formed by replacing the derivatives in the integrand

function by the slope functions of the field. Along an extremal we have, of

course,
dy<     j. i ^
—- = pi(x,y,a).
dx

The n equations which define the extremals may be derived from the

transversal function by differentiation with respect to the constants.* They

are

(2) wa = (x,y,a) = y (i = 1,2, • • • , n).

The slope functions of the field can be obtained by differentiating these

equations with respect to x.

We obtain the n equations

(3) waiX + T.pjWaw = 0 (i = 1,2, • • • , »).

These can be solved for the pi since we are not concerned with regions for

which the determinant of this system vanishes. In fact, one of the restrictions

introduced in the direct problem is that the derivatives must remain finite.

2. A transversality for n dependent variables will be defined as a set of

« relations

(4) wVi = miWx,

which satisfy the inequality

(5a) 1+  TiPíMí^O,

and the n(n —1)/2 equations

__,    /    dm¡         dmk\      ôwtj       _,    /    dm¡         dmk\     dm¡
(5b)     ¿~,pk[mk-nu-I-|-=  2-,pk\mk-m¡-I H-

~   \   dp i       dp if    dp i     **   \   dpi        dp J    dpi

By substituting in these conditions the derivatives of the transversal

function we shall show that these conditions are always satisfied in any

problem.

From (1) and (4) it follows that

mi =
/-    ZfpsPi

* Bolza, Vorlesungen, p. 601.
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If the inequality (5a) were not satisfied we would have

/- Hfpjpi
and, therefore,/(#, y, p)=0.

To show that the n(n —1)/2 equations (5b) are always satisfied we, sub-

stitute in them the derivatives of the transversal function. In order to

introduce logarithms we first divide by *»<?»,-. The left member of (5b) then

becomes

lf„ d m¡       d "I
—    Z^prnk-log-1-log mi
i»,L dp,-       mk     dp,- J

_ / ~    2-lfpkPk F        2-lPkfvk       I fpiPj _ fpkP,\    ,    fpiPj

fvi     \-f - Y,fp,pk\ fPi     fpk )

fpj JPj ~    2-lJPkPjPk

fpi

']
/-   TjvkPu

= —    —J— HfpkPk —    Y^fpkPjPk
JPj «- Jpi

+/f(/-I/^)+E/H,4
jpi -i

In this last expression the summations cancel'and we have, finally,

J J PiPj/J PiJ Pj   '

Since this is symmetrical in the derivatives with respect to pf and p,- it follows

that any transversality which arises in a problem necessarily satisfies equa-

tions (5b).*

* It is significant that if relations (5a) and (5b) hold for any set of variables, y¡, they also hold

for any other set, zt=Zi(y). Employing the tensor notation for the moment we see that

dyt dzj
P' = -r-9*. m = —»,•,

dzk dyi

where qk=dzk/dx and n¡=(dw/dzj)/(dw/dx) axe the components of the tensor in the new variables.

By means of these expressions we see that (5a) becomes

dyi dz,-
1 + p'mt — 1 +--— ç*n,- = 1 + q'n¡.

dzk dyi
Hence this quantity is an invariant.

The equations (5b) are tensor equations formed from the components of a covariant tensor of

rank 2. In addition to the relations already mentioned we have

_       dZr   dz.
■Kj,- — Or» ,

dy, 3y,-
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3. We now differentiate equations (4) with respect to one of the constants

and obtain
1   dwUi       w«,   dwx      dm

-TT--fT--ir «-1,2, •••.,«).wx  ddj        wi    dctj       da,-

On replacing wv. by m{wx, according to (4), these become

1   dwVi      mi dwx      dmi

wx dctj      wx  da,-      dctj

Now we multiply each of these n equations by —pi and add, with the result

1   v^    dw»< ,   1 dWx^ ^   dmi
-2, Pi—-H— —- Ijnipi = - l^pi-— ■

wx dctj      wx dctj dctj

Substituting dwx/dctj for the first summation in the left member, by (3),

the last equation reduces to

1 _. dwx _.    dmi-(1 +*><*) — =-ZPí— ■
wx doij dctj

Now by adding and subtracting the term 2^m¿ (dpi/da¡) in the right member,

and then dividing by 1 +Y^mtp¿, we finally obtain

1  9wx d „, 1 /^     dpi\
(6)    --—log (i + ZmPi) + . , v    ( 2></-V

wx doij dctj 1 +  ¿jm,iPi\ da,/

If, as in the case of two variables, S represents the change in a function

when the a,- are varied we may write
v» 1 9wx

S log wx =  ¿j-Sai-
wx dotj

Forming the right member of this equation by means of (6) we find

,—. yimiôpi
(7) 5 log wx = - 5 log (1 + 2><fc) +     ~     '     ■

1 +   Z^mipi

The first term on the right is exact.  The second is exact if

dgpy _ dHPi

dpi dpj

where Ri¡=dmi/dp¡ and S„=dn,/dq,. Upon substituting these expressions in the left memberb

of (5b) the result is, after some reduction,

pKmkRii - tmRki) + Rt, = [g't»^«* - «»5*) + Sai]-^ —■
dyt dyt

which displays the tensorial nature of the equations. If T« represents the left member of (5b) the

equations themselves may be written as r,-,-—Tn=0.
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where Hpi is the coefficient of bpi.  Now this condition reduces to

_,    /    ami dmk\     3w< _>     /    dm¡ dmk\     dm,-
Xjpkl mk-mt-J H-mwj = 2-,pkI mk-m¡-1 -\-»»,•»»,.
^r V    dp¡ dpj     dpi *** \    dpi dpi )     dp,

But this is the same as (5b) when we omit the identical term — ot,tw,-. Since

we have supposed (5b) to be satisfied, the right member of (7) is always exact.

On integration we have
/oN g(x,y)ee
(8) w, = ,

1 + ¿Jtoipi

where g contains x and the dependent variables y< but is independent of the

a,-, and
^jmiSpi

(9) e - fT+ Yjmipi

From equations (1) we can eliminate the partial derivatives, fVi, and find

f(X,y,P)     =    WX+      J^WyJi.

On account of (4) we have

mig(x,y)e9
(8a) wVi = ^        •

1 +    ¿JKipi

Euminating the derivatives of the transversal function by these last equations

we have, finally,

(10) f(x,y,p) = g(x,y)e*.

4. We have now to show how the function g(x, y) is to be determined

when a set of extremals is prescribed in addition to the transversality. Let

us suppose, then, that in addition to the transversality a family of extremals

involving 2n parameters is prescribed, that they have been solved for any n

of these parameters, and are given by

(11) wi(x,yi,yi, ■ • • , yn,ai,a2, ■ ■ ■ , an) = wi(x,y,a) = c<.

Since they are to define the extremals we shall suppose that the functions

ipi are of class C.

If for a certain set of values of the coordinates the determinant

(12) D(y) = *+1'*" • • •  ' ^
d(yi,y*, ■ ■ • , y»)

does not vanish we can solve for the y,- in terms of x and the constants. We

may then substitute these expressions in (11) and write the identities

Wi(x,y(x,a,c),a) = a (i = 1,2, • • • , n).
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We can differentiate these identities with respect to ck, finding

T-^dwi dyj
2_,-= 0   (i = 1,2, • ■ • , n, except k),

dy,- dck

and

dy¡ dck

Upon solving these equations for dyh/dck we obtain

3y„ _C(k,h)

dch       D(w)

where C(k, h) is the cofactor of d\¡/k/dyh in D(y).

We now form the determinant of the derivatives dyh/dck and find

d(;yi,y2, • • • , yn)       1

d(ci,c2, ■ ■ ■ , cn)      D($)

by the theorem on reciprocal determinants.* Since D(y) is finite on account

of the continuity of the functions this determinant is different from zero.

Moreover, it is finite in the region for which D(y) ^ 0. This is a necessary and

sufficient condition for the existence of a field of extremals, f

The existence of the field implies the existence of an invariant integral or

transversal function containing n constants, a,-, as parameters. If this

transversal function were known the extremals could be obtained as usual

by differentiation. They would be given by

dw(x,y,tx)
(13) ' =7.- (¿=1,2, ••-,»).

doti

The extremals given by equations (13) are the same as those given by (11).

It follows that the slope functions of the field, 7rf, as defined by

dwx      _,     dwVi
(i4) — + !>/—* = o        a = 1,2, • • •, «)

don doii

are identical with those defined by

din       _,     d\bi
(is) -- + 2>ir- = o (¿ = i,2, •••,»).

dx dy,-

* Weld, Theory of Determinants, p. 139.

t Bolza, Vorlesungen, p. 635.
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In a field the determinants of these systems are different from zero. If they

were not, the slope functions would become infinite, which is not the case

when a field exists.

Since pi(x, y, a) = Wi(x, y, a) it follows that there must exist transforma-

tions such as

(16) ai = Ai(ct),      cti = Ai(a) (i = 1,2, • • • , n).

This is a consequence of the fact that the n constants a< are distinct and

likewise the n constants a,-.

We shall now show that no one of the functions*

mi(x,y,v(x,y,a))

can be independent of all the constants. For if it were we would have

dmk        1   |~   d2w     dw       dw     d2w

3a,-      wi Lda,dyk   dx       dyk   dotjdx

and consequently

d2w d2w     dw        1 1      d2w

dctjdx      dctjdyic   dx   dw/dyk      mk dctjdyk

If we substitute this result in equations (14) they become

/ 1\   d2w ^      d2w
\*k + -)v-^- + kZTiT^- = ° ij - l*2* * ' ' ' n)-
\ mj dctjdyk dctjdyi

The subscript k at the left of the summation denotes the omission of that

term.

Since we have limited ourselves to a region in which l-r-2Zi»iir,-^0

the functions 7r< and irk-\-\/mk cannot all be identically zero. Therefore the

determinant of the coefficients of the preceding equations must vanish.

But this determinant is the same as that of (14) which does not vanish.

From this contradiction it follows that mk is not independent of all the par-

ameters.

If mk were expressed in terms of Pi(x, y, a) and were independent of all

the parameters a¡ we would then have

* In this connection it should be pointed out that the problem degenerates if any one of the

functions w,- is independent of all the slope functions, Pi. If this were the case we would have u>» .=

tn(wx where nti is a function of the coordinates only and does not contain the canonical constants of

the problem. If a change of variables is made so that the new independent variable, £, satisfies the

equation, £».—w¿£r=0, then it is possible to choose the other new variables, 17, so as to make one of

the derivatives, ai,., identically zero. This means of course that the derivative dr¡i/dZ is absent from

the integrand function when expressed in terms of the new variables.

1 = 0 0" = 1,2, •••,«),
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dmk      ~-^dmk doLi_-£_ — .0 0 = 1,2, •••,»).
da,- dai  da,-

Since the derivatives dmk/dan cannot all be zero the determinant is zero;

that is,
d(ai,a2, • • • , an) _

d(ai,a2, ■ ■ ■ , an)

But if this were true we could not obtain the transformations (16).   We

conclude, therefore, that mk contains at least one of the constants af.

We have found in (8) that

/0. g(x,y)eP

(8) w* = 7^r^~T'
1 +   ¿jriipi

and in (8a)

mig(x,y)e&
(8a) wVi =

1 + J^mipi

Since w is of class C" the derivatives w,Vi and wyi, are equal. We express

this fact by the n relations

d  /       geP\       \ _ d /      mkgeP     \

ôyAl +  !>.£,/     aAi +  ¿jnnpj'

These reduce to

gx    gVk    pe      d v
»i*-=-log (1 +  ¿jriiPi)

=-mk\-log (1 +  ¿jnipi) )   .
dx \dx     dx /J

Solutions of the n equations (17) can be obtained as before by using the

fact that g and its derivatives are independent of the constants a, as well as

the canonical constants a,-.

If we designate the right members of (17) by «P*, then the derivatives of

log g are given by

gx 1 d
(18)-#»,

g       dmk/dai dai

(19) iü = -^— -^U* - *»        (*,*- 1,2,3, ••-,»).
g       dmk/dai dai

From these g can be found by quadrature.
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The conditions to be satisfied by a 2«-parameter family of curves in a

space of »+1 dimensions if it is to represent the extremals of a problem

with a prescribed transversality are at once apparent. The n expressions (18)

for gx/g must be identical and, likewise, the expressions (19) for (1/g) dg/dyk.

Moreover, these must actually be independent of the constants, that is,

d   /      1 d      \
(20) -H^->T-T-*k) = °       (i,i-1,2, •••,»).

da,- \dmk/daj da,-     /

Also, if the expressions (18) and (19) are actually to represent a function

we must have
d2 log g      d2 log g

-,
â-yjbâa; ¿tedy*

(21)
d2 log g _   d2 log g

dykdyk        dyhdyk

Finally, the slope functions of the given curves must satisfy wVhVk = Wy Vh,

or

M 7') d  (     mkgeß      \=d(     mhg<ß      \

dyk \1 +  Zffiií¡/      öyAl —   J^mipJ

These conditions might have been imposed along with (17). They were

omitted at that time because, as we shall now show, they are satisfied by

the same function, g, if they are satisfied at all.

Let us suppose that the equations (17) are satisfied by g(x, y1} y2, ■ ■ ■ , yn).

If we multiply the £th and the Ath equations by mh and — »t, respectively,

and add, the result is

mk
dy

d_ /        gee        \ _       _a_ /        gee        \

yk\l + Y,mipJ       kdyh\l+ Yjmpi/

de9 /    dmk dmh\ geP /wvh wVk        \
=-^-( mk-mk-1 =-=-(-wytx-i»w, 1.

1+  T,miPi\     dx dx/     1 +  ^miPAw2     *      w2     kJ

Now we make use of the fact that wV]tyh—Wykyk = 0, by adding to the

right member of the previous equation

gee(M)ytn -  WVhyk)

i + 'YjnipiWX
That equation then becomes

mM    «1    ) - „-L(    ^    ). (—*)\±(0a)
dyk\l +   YjriiPi) dyk\ 1 + YsmPil      \1 +   YjniPit\-ày}\v)x)

d (WvhW -     ge°    (d      dmh\

dyk\wx/]     1 +   ^jniipAdyh dyj
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This final form is identical with (17') and shows that these equations are

satisfied by the same function, g(x, yx, y2, • • • , y„), that satisfies (17).

5. We shall conclude this section by showing directly that if the con-

ditions which we have enumerated are satisfied and an integrand function,

f=ge0, has been determined, then the given curves satisfy the Euler equations

and are the extremals of the problem.

We know that the slope functions of a particular sub-family of the given

curves satisfy*

(17) ^~[f-  T,Pkfpk]=-^-\fpi],
dyi dx

(17') /-I/».-".**].
dyi dyk

When we carry out the differentiation (17) becomes

fv> +    ̂ ,fpkPkVi —    J^Pkyjp, —   ̂ 2pk——[fpk]  — fPix —    ̂ L,]piPiPkx =  0.
dyi

Then, by omitting terms which cancel and making use of (17') we find

fvi  — fPix —    £——[fpi\pk  -     llfpiPtPkx =   0,
dyk

which may be written
d

/».---/p. = 0 (¿= 1,2, ••• , n).
dx

Since these are the Euler equations of the problem the given curves are

actually the extremals of the integrand function which we have determined

by means of them.

Example IV. Let us suppose that the set of functions which determine

the transversality are

2pi
mi = —-=—- (¿ = 1,2, • • • , n).

x2 —  Z^pê

First, we show that this set satisfies equations (5b) and is really a trans-

versality.  The left member of that equation becomes

y    r      2pk 4piPj        _        2Pi 4PiPk     H IPiPj

U - Jipi (x2 -Ei*2)2   (x* -£#) (*»-£¿*2)2J   x2 - Zpí '

* In this paragraph the use of the square brackets, [ ], indicates that the differentiation is to be

carried out after p has been replaced by p{x, yi, y,, • • • , yn, aa, oj, • • • , a«).
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The terms under the summation sign are all zero and the last term is sym-

metrical in pipj. Since substitution in the right member would give the same

result the condition is satisfied.

Now we may calculate 0 by means of (9) and find

0 = log(*3+ !>?).

Equation (8) then gives us the integrand function, which is

f=g(x,y)(x2+ X>*2).

We shall now assume, further, that the extremals are given by the

equations

y{ = (aiX3 - d)/3 (i = 1,2, • • • , n).

We can form a field by giving fixed values to the a,-. In this case the slope

functions are

Pi = a,x2.

Then we calculate $* by means of (17). This gives, if we denote 2^a<2

by A2,

4aKxA2 2ak     /2 2xA2 2xA 2xA*   \

" 1 - x2A2~ 1 - x2A2\~x~     1 + x2A2 ~ 1 + x2A2 ~ 1 - x2A2)

2ah        2 2

1 — x2A2  x x

Substituting these results in (18) and (19) we find

gx            2          a   gvt      n
— =->   and -= 0.
g x g

Omitting the constant of integration we have, therefore,

g = l/s3,
and

/= u/*)3(*2+ 2>.')-

The conditions which we have found are all satisfied and the given

curves are actually the extremals of the integrand function.*

* Since this paper was prepared, Douglas has published a paper in these Transactions (April,

1927), entitled Extremals and transversality of the general calculus of variations problem of the first order

in space. The subject matter of his paper has a good deal in common with that of the present

paper, but the problem is given a geometric rather than an analytic interpretation.
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